
Dynamic screen with image and sound 

GEWA One – remote control with telephone function

GEWA One is a remote control that helps people to 
manage equipment in their own home, such as the 
TV, music system, lamps, profiling beds, door and 
window openers. 

GEWA One also works as a mobile phone enabling 
the user to keep in touch with friends, family and be 
able to quickly reach a carer through either a call or 
text message.

The user can choose whether to control the device 
through either the touch screen or navigate with 
an external switch. Symbols, colours and voice 
recordings help the person quickly find the right 
button.
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A COMPLETE SOLUTION

GEWA One is a remote control with 
telephone function, which gives the user 
the opportunity to call and text. You can 
customize how pages and buttons should 
look and have the opportunity to add speed 
dials to contacts for quicker access.

CONTROL IT YOUR WAY

You only need to tap the screen lightly to 
activate a button. You can utilise larger buttons 
for a larger target area, instead of having to 
navigate the remote with an external control 
switch.

EASY TO SEE, HEAR AND UNDERSTAND

Symbols, different colours and recorded 
speech on the buttons can be programmed for 
easier navigation and choose the number of 
buttons that a page should display.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION GEWA ONE 461630

MULTIBOX

Size 108 x 67 x 22 mm 

Weight 153 g

Connections: 3.5 mm, Micro-USB

Control signals: IR, GEWA Radio

SMART TECHNOLOGY 

GEWA One can record signals from a TV’s  
IR remote control. GEWA One can also 
transmit signals to a GEWA bed receiver for 
bed control and coded signals for a front  
door or external window. Insert a SIM card  
for calling and texting with loved ones. 

SUPPORT AND SECURITY

When a technician is going to customize GEWA 
One for a user, this is done smoothly in our 
myAbilia web portal. Within myAbilia there 
is a backup copy of the users remote control 
setup making some support functions accessed 
remotely without the need for an engineer to 
visit.

EASY TO HANDLE

Accessories such as a holder specially designed 
for the GEWA One allow you to see and manage 
the remote control from both wheelchair and 
bed.

COMES WITH

• Mobile unit, restricted to GEWA One
• GEWA Multibox
• GEWA smart cable (Mobile unit-Multibox)
• Charger GEWA One
• USB-cable USB-C to USB-A
• User manual
• Voucher with license key

MOBILE UNIT

Screen size 6.36”

Size 166 x 80.4 x 12.8 mm

Weight 270 g

OS Android 11

ACCESSORIES ART NR

Holder  461198 

Mini-arm 451030 

Universal arm 621966 
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GEWA One is a medical device intended for indoor use.


